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INFORMATION BY ANÉEKA OF TEMMER AND YÁZHI SWARUÚ:

ORIGIN
Avyon is the main planet of Urmah. Here on Earth it has been named Avalon, but that
is only human interpretation. The Urmah race is one of the most prolific in this galaxy.
They have colonized planets literally everywhere, even in the Pleiades. They are
dominant race of this quadrant. For example, the Hyadean Race of Merope are
Urmah but with another name.
The Hyadeans are more Urmah, they are independent but they never really are
completely. They are what Canada or Australia would be to England, more of the
same. Supposedly independent but still coordinating with everything with its central in
the Vega star.
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The Vega star system consists of 4 planets, 2 of them inhabited: Avyon is the first
planet, (Inhabited by Urmah and where the domestic cat comes from, which has
already spread throughout the galactic zone.) And the second planet is Lyra (Lyrians,
from which it is said that all the "humanomorphic” races came from.) The Vega
system is located in the Lyra constellation at a distance of 25 light years.
Avyon is mostly forest and steppe or M-class planet, only slightly larger than Earth.
Lyra is more like Earth with 50% ocean and 50% land, it is another clone of Earth but
with a softer atmosphere. In itself, both Avyon and Lyra are more habitable than
Earth, they are from the so-called super habitable planets, where life is easier than on
Earth, and I mean of the planet, the climate, the atmosphere and gravity. Other super
habitable are Venus, Erra, Temmer, and Alfrata, among others. (And they say Venus
is a sulfuric acid hell.)
The fauna in Avyon is similar to the ones of the Earth, they do have other animals that
are unknown on Earth but share many species. The climate I understand is more like
Erra or Temmer, two marked seasons, but they do not have a strong winter like Erra,
as it is the first planet in the system. Since it is very close to the sun Vega. 
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BIOLOGY
The Urmah are like lions or tigers, however as on Earth there are subspecies. In other
words, not all are lions, but they are all like Big Cats. All mixed already, and they
create offspring between themselves. Not all of them have stripes like a tiger, but let’s
say that most do have stripes all over their bodies, only that because they dress is not
noticeable except on their faces, arms or hands. I see them most commonly brindle.
Hence the yellow lion, but even in those I see stripes sometimes. The vintage cartoon
Thundercats are clearly allusive to the Urmah.
Their life expectancy, since time is not linear in 5D, is not calculated well, but officially
it is about 10 times more than a human on Earth, that is, about 950 years. Or 100
times the average life expectancy of a house cat on Earth. They take a long time to
reach their physical maturity comparatively, more or less like Lyrians in general. But
they are still capable of flooding a place with kittens of various ages quickly. Also like
us, they remember their past lives, influencing mental maturity at an early age, but
always depending on each person.
All adults appear to be over 2.5 meters tall. It is usual to find them 3 meters long as
Ruhr, and they weigh about 300 kg, being the average weight of an Urmah from 270



to 280 kg except the largest. The weight of a lion on Earth is 250kg, a tiger is 255kg,
so they are a bit bigger, or heavier. That’s about the height of an Urmah, and they
also have short legs. 
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They are biped and quadruped as it suits them. Only few people know that data. Their
spine and hips are slightly different, allowing them to walk and spend a lot of time
upright, although they are slower that way. But for speed or strength, they do get off
on all four paws. Noting that a house cat can develop hernias if it is forced too long in
an upright position, but the Urmah don’t have that problem. I’ve never heard it as a
result of walking upright. They have the tail, set and long like a lion or tiger.
This image is not far from reality, but taking away the anthropomorphic structure,
since their breasts are clearly catlike, as in V shape. As I have told you before, they
differ very little from a standing Lion or Tiger as they would see it on Earth. 
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This one does look alike, only with an armor. On Earth, the Urmah are sometimes
painted with human bodies but the head of a lion, and the truth is that it does not
make sense. They are cats, only evolved to walk on 2 legs. But they DO keep walking
and running on all fours too. Their babies or children are corrected to walk upright
because otherwise they would only stay on all fours, since it is the most comfortable.
But staying like this does not allow them to carry things, to evolve further, to interact
with other upright species. Whether a species is upright is decisive for its cultural
evolution. Since the baby or kitten can learn to walk upright then it can explode both
worlds.
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When they masterfully walk on two legs, once they are older, for sports or whatever,
they alternate 2 or 4 legs as needed. To fight they make a combination between what
is convenient, between both worlds, a lot of swords or ax fighting in their culture. But
logically they also use a lot the claws and teeth.
Their hands tend to be more dexterous than a normal cat, with the prehensile finger
or thumb more in the hand position. And using fingernails to grab things. They are
very precise in manipulating objects. They are not clumsy because they are not
exactly paws, they are feline hands, unique hands. But just like a house cat, they
can’t make a fist without pulling out their claws, but they use that as a latching
method. They also use gloves for other functions as required.
You can notice the differences between males and females, since females are
smaller and with softer faces, as more compact and do not have a mane, that is
something distinctive of a male Urmah.
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This one looks more like a male. Females have breasts like cats. The most common
is that females give birth between two or three kittens, although it also happens
sometimes that they have only one, but there are litters of up to 8, as I have been
told. I know that females pass their kitties to each other, that they help each other with
their upbringing. The Urmah species is very prolific in this Galaxy, they are
everywhere. It is a very numerous race with many independent colonies but linked to
its origin.
They are omnivores, relying mainly on meat, but they manufacture it, they do not kill.
They did before, but these have already evolved a lot, the Alpha Draco don’t kill
anymore either. They grow tissue for food in devices like Medical Pods, so they were
never part of an animal. They also consume vegetables, although I have never seen
them eat citrus. What happens is that they simply cannot be vegan like us
Taygeteans. It is another species. As for drinks, apart from consuming water they also
have a long series of soft drinks, but like us, they do not drink alcohol. In our case, the
closest we do is certain ferments, such as pineapple ferment. But it is very little



alcohol and it is very natural and it is not added, it does not intoxicate but only gives
flavor. The Urmah I understand that they use plant ferments and juices, combined
infusions. But they have strong smells and flavors, like something extremely odorous
and concentrated. I feel like it's like drinking perfume.
As you can see, an Alpha Draco is a Dragon. Alpha Draco, contrary to Draco, are
mostly positive, despite their appearance they are progressive and cooperative. Very
protective. But difficult to interact with because their culture is very different from that
of someone of Lyrian origin. They do have culture, they are not… animals, for lack of
a better word. They are still dominant. Danger 10 out of 10.
Tied with the Urmah as the dominant race of virtually the entire galaxy. Merit for the
kittens, because they are put on equal terms with a lizard over 10 meters high and
several tons of weight, being that they measure less than 3 meters and about 300 kg.
Quietly knowing what they are, they impose like no other race. Always very
exaggerated, everything is hyper for them. All over adorned, that it is clear what they
are always and with their own knowledge of what they are. 3 meter standing cats with
golden armor and colorful capes. I think it is the most impressive race there is. Alpha
Dracos too, but they’re scary. The Urmah are… they are a ball of fur, full of love, but
yes, with armor. They are very emotional and very dramatic. They allow themselves
to be hugged, they are affectionate and they smell like a blanket.
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Regarding the Urmah language, or also called Avyon by other races, there is no
reference on Earth about what their language is like or how it would sound, but it is
impressive to hear them speak. They have a very deep, and strong voice, clearly
feline, very like from within, like they roar-speak. They speak words but with an
articulated controlled roar-like sound. Similar to how a lion sounds when it roars but
adding words. They do not seem to speak from their mouths, but rather as if
emanating from their chests, what they speak. They do articulate with their lips, but
not entirely, only as for help with pronunciation and they also use their tongue a lot,
which is very long.
We communicate with them in Taygetean or Andromedan, the only one who speaks
Urmah here is Yázhi. So, the Urmah are understood in whatever language they
speak, but it is unmistakable that the speaker is not human, or Lyrian, and that he is a
300-kilo large feline, a huge feline thorax emanating a controlled roar. And they never
speak fast. They are leisurely, they take their time for everything. After all, they are
cats and they spend a lot of time in the astral.
I know it must seem strange to you to see or imagine a lion or a technological tiger,
dressed and walking on two legs. But it is just as difficult for me to see those photos
and only relate them to animals or beasts and not to Urmah, my friends. It is
something that you end up accepting as a fact of life. Having those cats close to you
like this, as an everyday fact.
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